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☑️ Read comics online, free and high quality on Smartphone. Easy to look for. Daily updates what it's like to love: With more than $6.5 million of copies of the Maze Runner book series sold and a franchise-launching film that won more than $340 million worldwide, it's clear that fans are in love with this sci-fi series about a
group of young adults undergoing sinister experiments in the wake of a global catastrophe that kills the majority of the population Earth. Readers have their first sample of Maze Runner comics on last year's San Diego Comic-Con panel and then on the film's Blu-ray release, and we've added three more stories that serve
as an introduction to new characters from the upcoming second film, Maze Runner: The Scorch Trials.What It Is: As anticipation for 20th Century Fox's Maze Runner : The Scorch Trials ramps up (out in September), learn more about maze runner's cinematic universe with this collection of five short stories that delve into
the lives of several key characters featuring prominently in the upcoming film, including Aris, Ava Paige and Mary Cooper. Comic and Graphic Books Previous Fiction The Maze Corridor Scorch's Evidence The Official Graphic Novel Prelude is a series of short comics that show multiple things about the series that you
don't see in movies or books. Most of the comics were written by Wes Ball, and are only canon for the world of cinema, as most of the facts do not coincide with the book series. Although they are not canonical to books, they are all still legitimate and are canonical to movies. Run Alone This story follows Minho and his
adventures as a runner before Thomas' arrival in the maze. Minho talks in his Runner diary about how his running mate, Justin, fell to his death. He runs alone in the Maze for a while, but Alby names a new runner—Ben. Ben was originally a builder, and Minho is not sure he is capable of being a runner. On his first day,
Ben is careless and slow. Minho says he's not a partner, he's just Horse. Ben loses a jump, but Minho grabs his arm and lifts him up. Ben gets more used to running and Minho says he makes his last mistake: acting like a runner. Together, they make new discoveries in the Maze and become better Running partners.
My friend George This story shows Alby and George as the first two people in the Glade. Alby makes a little fire in the middle of the Glade. Alby is talking to George about how when he got on he was alone, and that George was lucky to have someone waiting for him. He says he almost killed himself, but then he heard
the alarm and George showed up at the box. He apologizes for letting go out into the labyrinth with him. It is revealed that he has George tied to a stump, as he has been stung by a Griever. Alby begs him to speak or show a sign that he is still alive there, but George only growls at him. Alby drives a spear through
George, killing him. He promises he'll do better next time if someone else is sent. True Maze This story follows the adventures of Group B in its maze. Start with Aris Jones waking up in the box. He realizes he's moving up until he stops and the roof opens. Outside, eight girls are waiting, surprised to see that a boy has
been sent. The girls call themselves the Icers (similar to gladers) and are in the Spring (similar to the Glade). Unlike Group A Maze, its Maze is in a snowy area and the farthest parts of the Maze can be seen since spring as they are on a slope. They have a meeting on what to do with Aris. A girl named Ximena suggests
she's a spy or a genius. Rachel holds the note that says It's the last of all in history. Alejandra suggests throwing it into the maze, but Rachel is firmly against this. Aris looks at the wall and sees a giant creature, dead and bound, called Shadow (similar to Grievers). Shadows are giant creatures like winged bats. Aris tells
them that he is the same as them and that she can help them. The girls accept it and Ximena punches him to help him remember his name. The next day, Aris discovers that Rachel and Sonya are the best in Labyrinth mapping. Together, the eight girls and Aris make their way through the icy labyrinth on ice skates. They
reach a wall of ice and they all start climbing. Aris begins to experience muscle failure and begins to slip. At that moment, Sonya screams Shade. A giant Shadow crashes and knocks down the Icers. Rachel falls and breaks her legs, and Ximena is killed. In the spring, Rachel is cared for and celebrates a monument to
Ximena. They say Ximena was the first girl to reach the Maze, so Alby's equivalent. Back in the meeting room, Aris blames himself for everything that happened. At that moment, he realizes something strange in the Shadow hanging there: a pattern on the wing. He quickly realizes it's the Maze, sketched in the Shadow.
Together, Aris and Rachel use paper to draw the pattern. Finally, Aris opens the Shadow and finds a transmitter inside. The other Icers are offended by how they have been left out of Aris and Rachel's discovery, but Rachel grabs the transmitter and decides her only chance, pressing the button. However, the button calls
all shadows to spring. The Icers run off with their spears to try to fight the Shadows, but they are quickly taken. Aris is ready to bring down a Shadow, when the transmitter turns green and WCKD soldiers appear in Bergs. They take down the Shadows with rocket launchers and take the remaining Icers to safety. that the
only survivors were Sonya, Harriet, Rachel and Aris. Burnt This story is about how Jorge and Brenda meet. Jorge is seen rescaying, rescaying, and killing Cranks. Listen to two children, Brenda and her brother George. A WCKD helicopter arrives and takes George because he is immune. Brenda looks helpless when the
helicopter leaves. Jorge approaches him and asks him three questions. First, where do you come from? to which she responds that she started at Pheonix, lost her parents outside Salt Lake City, and is now unsure where she is. Jorge asks Where are you going? to which she responds The future, one step at a time.
Finally, he asks how he can benefit. She tells him she has nothing to trade, but it will be helpful in helping him fight Cranks. He lets her go with her, for one night. They take refuge in a small abandoned building. They find a crank inside, but Brenda tells her not to shoot it. If you're looking for somewhere else to stay, you'll
find it's a great place to stay. They talk about what to do with her after the night, as Jorge prefers to travel alone. The next day, he takes her to look for The Right Arm. They meet an old friend of Jorge's, Marcus. He tells Marcus that he needs to take Brenda to The Right Arm, and offers to take them to an outpost. Brenda
asks if The Right Arm are terrorists, but Marus explains that they are against WCKD. When they arrive at the outpost, Mary Cooper greets them. WCKD attacks the outpost, and Jorge tries to get Brenda to safety. Marcus offers to rescue Jorge, but will not take Brenda because WCKD is behind the children. Jorge rejects
the offer, and he's going to find Mary. He found that Mary is bleeding immune to WCKD. WCKD soldiers enter to collect the specimens, and shoot Mary in the shoulder. Jorge leaves her because he doesn't agree with his methods. While he and Brenda try to leave, a soldier grabs Brenda, but Jorge kills him. They both
escape the outps. Jorge tells him he's from Albuquerque, New Mexico. Jorge also tells her that he was originally going to steal it from her and her brother, when WCKD took him away. The two continue to travel together in the Wanted. World Gone Wicked This shows the decision to launch the Flare and its effects on the
world. It also leads to the creation of mazes. In the story, it shows the Post-Flares Coalition six months after the Sun's Flares. Ava Paige, Janson, Mary Cooper and other members discuss issues that have arisen. They say the Sun Bengals killed more than four and a half billion people. Europe is underwater and India
and Mexico are burned off the map. They say that because crops are exposed to so much radiation or burnt soil, they cannot grow and therefore the world is running dangerously under resources for the remaining population. Dr Ava Paige says they only have enough resources for about 70% of the population, and while
Mary Cooper suggests rationing it Ava Paige suggests killing the remaining 30%. Maria doesn't want to be part of an operation this, but Ava Paige brings a virus that Maria has been investigating that occurs randomly in 30% of the population. Ava uses Mary to release the virus to the world in order to attack this 30%.
However, by week seven, the virus mutates unexpectedly and people begin to become zombie monsters called Cranks by the public. Maria studies the virus further and is able to find immunity in children. He studies the brain patterns of a 13-year-old boy who, when infected with the Llamara, showed an area of his brain
that created an enzyme that attacks the virus: she calls him Killzone. The boy later died of pnuemonia, but was not affected by the Call. She reveals that everyone has the Call as it is in the air, but some people are lucky that it does not move so fast in their brain. Ava Paige recognizes that this is an opportunity for a
priest and tells Mary to save the world. PFC begins collecting immune children and taking their blood to develop a cure. Ava calls Mary her right arm. Mary and Ava disagree on whether or not to take these children from their families and bleed them dry from immunity is good. Ava introduces Mary to a businessman who



doesn't give her name, but it's probably Chancellor John Michael or Chancellor Kevin Anderson. He tells her that he will no longer operate under the PFC, as the world is dying because of them and that he would give him a bad name. Instead, a new company was born: World Catastrophe Killzone Department, WCKD for
short. He admits that the acronym is a little scary, so he says they just have to repeat the slogan: Wicked is good. A year later, Ava Paige is appointed Chancellor of WCKD. She tells the world they're working on a cure that will be over soon. Four years later, he tells them that everyone is working very hard towards the
cure. Eight years later, she tells them that Wicked is good and that they are closer to a cure than ever before. However, in reality, WCKD is struggling and not making much progress. Mary is about to surrender, claiming it is impossible. Janson screams saying that if he gives up, then he's killed them all. A young Thomas
asks if she needs anything, but she says no. Mary then gets an idea, as the Killzone is activated by solving problems, she decides to create a giant puzzle. Construction of the Labyrinth begins. Mary discovers a Griever and asks Ava about it. Ava tells her that the Killzone is also triggered by danger, and Grievers ar is
definitely dangerous. Mary calls her evil a tortuous one, but Ava says she's pushing her limits to find a final candidate. Ava realizes that Mary is not accepting her plans, and she fires her. Mary leaves Ava a note saying she's leaving WCKD, and they're sworn enemies. Mary Cooper, her arm
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